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SUMMARY
We generalize Kruskal’s fundamental result on the uniqueness of trilinear decomposition of three-way arrays to
the case of multilinear decomposition of four- and higher-way arrays. The result is surprisingly general and
simple and has several interesting ramifications. Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Consider an I  J matrix X and suppose that rank (X) = 3. Let xi,j denote the (i, j)th entry of X. Then it
holds that xi,j admits a three-component bilinear decomposition
xi;j 

3
X

ai;f bj;f

1

f 1

for all i = 1,…,I and j = 1,…,J. Equivalently, letting af := [a1,f,…,aI,f]T and similarly for bf,
X  a1 bT1  a2 bT2  a3 bT3

2

i.e. X can be written as a sum of three outer products of the respective component vectors, which
constitute rank-1 matrices. Let A := [a1, a2, a3] and B := [b1, b2, b3], and X can be expressed as
X = ABT. Note the trivial fact that ATT71BT = X for any invertible T; hence, given X, infinitely
many (A, B) pairs can potentially give rise to X. Unless some additional structure is assumed or
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imposed on A and/or B, it is impossible to uniquely unravel the component profiles af and bf from X.
Let us now consider an I  J  K three-way array X with typical element xi,j,k and the Fcomponent trilinear decomposition
xi;j;k 

F
X

ai;f bj;f ck;f

3

f 1

for all i = 1,…,I, j = 1,…,J and k = 1,…,K. Equation (3) expresses the three-way array X as a sum of F
rank-1 three-way factors. Analogous to the definition of matrix (two-way array) rank, the rank of a
three-way array X can be defined [1,2] as the minimum number of rank-1 (three-way) components
needed to decompose X.
Define an I  F matrix A with typical element A(i,f) := ai,f, J  F matrix B with typical element
B(j,f) := bj,f and a K  F matrix C with typical element C(k,f) := ck,f. A distinguishing feature of the
trilinear model is its uniqueness. Under mild conditions the trilinear model is essentially unique; that
is, given X, A, B and C are unique up to permutation and scaling of columns— both mostly trivial and
inherently unresolvable ambiguities.
The first published uniqueness results are due to Harshman [3,4], who actually developed
PARAFAC based on a principle put forth by Cattell [5] (see also Carroll & Chang [6]). Other results
soon followed (e.g. Reference [7]), culminating in Kruskal’s [1,2] result, which is the deepest to date.
An unusual variety of applications in diverse disciplines has always been behind the quest for
improved understanding of the trilinear model and extensions, generalizations and even restrictions
(N. D. Sidiropoulos, X. Liu, submitted manuscript) thereof.
Any four-way array can be ‘unfolded’ into a three-way array, much like a matrix can be unfolded
into a vector via the standard vec(⋅) operation; hence uniqueness of quadrilinear decomposition of
four-way arrays follows from uniqueness of trilinear decomposition of three-way arrays. This
simplistic view, however, does not shed light on the exact conditions under which a unique
quadrilinear decomposition can be guaranteed, nor does it provide any clues as to the rigidness of the
required conditions as one moves to higher dimensions. In this paper we generalize Kruskal’s result to
the case of multilinear decomposition of four- and higher-way arrays, providing a precise and simple
sufficient condition for uniqueness which becomes less restrictive as one moves to higher dimensions.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains necessary preliminaries, including
Kruskal’s uniqueness result (Theorem 1) and a basic lemma (Lemma 1) that is key in extending it to
N-way arrays. Proof of the basic lemma is included. Section 3 contains the main result and its proof.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 4. A compact proof of Kruskal’s uniqueness result for the three-way
case is included in the Appendix for completeness.
2.

PRELIMINARIES

The k-rank of a matrix is a rank-like concept that plays a key role in multilinear algebra. The concept
of k-rank is implicit in the seminal work of Kruskal [1], but the term was later coined by Harshman
and Lundy [8] (k-rank stands for Kruskal rank).
Definition 1
Given A ∈ CIF, rA := rank (A) = r iff it contains at least a collection of r linearly independent
columns, and this fails for r  1 columns. kA (the k-rank of A) = r iff every r columns are linearly
independent, and this fails for at least one set of r  1 columns (kA  rA  min(I,F) for all A).
We are now ready to state Kruskal’s uniqueness result [1].
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Theorem 1 (uniqueness of trilinear decomposition)
Consider the F-component trilinear model
xi;j;l;m 

F
X

ai;f bj;f ck;f

f 1

for i = 1,…,I, j = 1,…,J and k = 1,…,K, with ai,f,bj,f,ck,f ∈ C. Define an I  F matrix A with typical
element A(i,f) := ai,f and similarly J  F and K  F matrices B and C. Given xi,j,k for i = 1,…,I,
j = 1,…,J and k = 1,…,K, A, B and C are unique up to permutation and scaling of columns provided
that
kA  kB  kC  2F  2

4

Note that Theorem 1 holds for real- or complex-valued parameters and array elements. The original
proof of Kruskal was targeted to the real-valued case (all matrix and array elements drawn from R)
owing to some subtleties involved in the definition of three-way array rank [1,2]. In an attempt to
investigate if the result carries over to the complex case, a compact proof that checks for the complex
case has been derived in Reference [9]. That proof is also provided in the Appendix herein for
completeness.
The following lemma is key in extending Kruskal’s result to N-way arrays.
Lemma 1

(k-rank of Khatri–Rao product)

Consider A = [a1,…,aF] ∈ CIF, B = [b1,…,bF] ∈ CJF and
2

B

3
AD1 B
6 AD2 B 7
6
7
7  b1
A : 6
..
6
7
4
5
.
ADJ B

a1 ;    ; bF

aF 

where 6 stands for the Kronecker product, stands for the Khatri–Rao (column-wise Kronecker)
product and Dj(B) is a diagonal matrix containing the jth row of B on its diagonal. If kA  1 and
kB  1, then it holds that
kB

A

 min kA  kB ÿ 1; F

whereas if kA = 0 or kB = 0,
kB

A

0

Lemma 1 is due to Sidiropoulos and Liu (submitted manuscript) which builds on an earlier result
by Sidiropoulos et al.[10] on the rank of the Khatri–Rao product. We include a more compact standalone proof below, both for the sake of completeness and because Lemma 1 is key in proving our
main result.
Proof
The proof is by contradiction. Let S be the smallest number of linearly dependent columns that can be
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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drawn from B A, denoted by bf1 6 af1,…,bfS 6 afS (if a collection of linearly dependent columns
cannot be found, then, by convention, S = F  1; with this convention, kB A = S 71). Then it holds
that there exist 1 ∈ C,…,S ∈ C, with 1 = 0,…,S = 0, such that
1 bf1

af1      S bfS

afS  0IJ 1

or, equivalently,
e
e T  0IJ
Adiag
1 ;    ; S B

5

with
e : af ;    ; af ;
A
1
S

e : bf1 ;    ; bfS 
B

Invoking Sylvester’s inequality,


e
e  rank B
e T  rank A
e ÿS
r : rank Adiag
1 ;    ; S B
However, by definition of k-rank,
e  min kA ; S;
rank A

e  min kB ; S
rank B

and thus
r  min kA ; S  min kB ; S ÿ S

6

Notice that min(kA  kB 7 1,F)  max(kA, kB), because:
*
*

if kA  kB 7 1 > F, then min(kA  kB 7 1,F) = F  max(kA, kB);
else if kA  kB 7 1  F, then min(kA  kB 7 1,F) = kA  kB71 = max(kA, kB)min(kA,
kB)71  max(kA, kB), since kA, kB and hence also min(kA, kB)  1.

Now consider the following cases for (6):
*
*
*

if 1  S  min(kA, kB), then (6) gives r  S  1;
else if min(kA, kB) < S < max(kA, kB), then inequality (6) gives r  min(kA, kB)  S
7S = min(kA, kB)  1;
else if max(kA, kB)  S  min(kA  kB 7 1,F), then (6) gives r  kA  kB 7S; but
S  min(kA  kB 7 1,F) implies that kA  kB 7 1  S, i.e. kA  kB 7S  1, and hence r  1.

The conclusion is that r  1 for S  min(kAkB71,F); but r is the rank of Ã diag ([1,…,S]) B̃T,
which according to Equation (5) is a zero matrix, hence its rank should be 0. We have therefore
arrived at a contradiction, which shows that the smallest number of linearly dependent columns that
can be drawn from B A must strictly exceed min(kA  kB 7 1,F). It remains to patch the proof for
the case where one or both of kA, kB is 0. Note that kA = 0 if and only if A contains at least one
identically zero column, in which case the column-wise Kronecker product will have at least one
&
identically zero column, hence its k-rank will be 0. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to extend Theorem 1 to higher-way arrays.
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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MAIN RESULT

Let us first consider uniqueness of quadrilinear decomposition of four-way arrays.
Theorem 2

(uniqueness of quadrilinear decomposition)

Consider the F-component quadrilinear model
xi;j;l;m 

F
X

ai;f bj;f gl;f hm;f

f 1

for i = 1,…,I, j = 1,…,J, l = 1,…,L and m = 1,…,M, with ai,f,bj,f,gl,f,hm,f ∈ C, and suppose that the
model is irreducible in the sense that xi,j,l,m cannot be represented using fewer than F components
(this is equivalent to saying that the four-way array with typical element xi,j,l,m is of rank F). Define an
I  F matrix A with typical element A(i,f) := ai,f and similarly J  F, L  F and M  F matrices B, G
and H. Given xi,j,l,m for i = 1,…,I, j = 1,…,J, l = 1,…,L and m = 1,…,M, A, B, G and H are unique up
to permutation and complex scaling of columns provided that
kA  kB  kG  kH  2F  3
Proof
Define a three-way array with typical element
yi;j;k : xi;j;dMk e;kÿ dMk eÿ1M
for i = 1,…,I, j = 1,…,J and k = 1,…,ML, where d⋅e stands for the ceiling operator (smallest
integer  its argument). yi,j,k is simply the four-way array xi,j,l,m rearranged into an ordinary three-way
array by concatenating the third and fourth modes such that the fourth mode is nested within the third
mode. Further define an ML  F matrix C with typical element
ck;f : gdMk e;f hkÿ dMk eÿ1M;f
It is then easy to see that
2

HD1 G

3

6 HD2 G 7
6
7
7G
C6
..
6
7
4
5
.

H

HDL G
Note that the assumed irreducibility of the quadrilinear model for xi,j,l,m (equivalently, rank of the
four-way array) implies that kA,kB,kG,kH are all  1. In order to see this, suppose that kA = 0, in which
case A contains at least one column that is identically zero. Let af be this column. Then the fth factor
has identically zero contribution to the data xi,j,l,m, and thus the model can be represented using F 71
components, which contradicts irreducibility. Then, invoking Lemma 1 regarding the k-rank of a
Khatri–Rao product, and Theorem 1 applied to yi,j,k, we conclude that A, B, C = G H (and hence G
and H) are unique up to permutation and scaling of columns provided that
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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kA  kB  min kG  kH ÿ 1; F  2F  2

7

We may assume without loss of generality that kA  kB  kG  kH. If kG  kH > F  1, then
kA  kB  kG  kH > F  1 ) kA  kB  F  2, and hence
kA  kB  min kG  kH ÿ 1; F  F  2  F  2F  2
in which case inequality (7) is always satisfied. If, on the other hand, kG  kH  F  1, then condition
(7) becomes
kA  kB  kG  kH  2F  3
&

and the proof is complete.
Remark 1

One may wonder if the sufficient condition derived herein is any better than the obvious one, i.e.
applying Kruskal’s condition to individual three-way subarrays. Consider the following situation:
kA = kB = kG = 2, kH = 3 and F = 3. None of the individual three-way subarrays satisfies Kruskal’s
condition, because 2  2  3 = 7 < 2  3  2 = 8; however, 2  2  2  3 = 9 = 2  3  3, and
hence the sufficient condition derived herein indicates that the model is unique.
The result further generalizes as follows.
Theorem 3 (uniqueness of multilinear decomposition)
Consider the F-component N-linear model
xi1 ;...;iN 

F Y
N
X
f 1 1



ai ;f



for i = 1, …, I and  = 1, …, N, with ai ;f 2 C, and suppose that it is irreducible (, the rank of the
N-way array with typical element xi1,…,iN is F). Then, with obvious notation, given xi1,…,iN for i = 1,
…, I and  = 1, …, N, A() for  = 1, …, N are unique up to permutation and scaling of columns
provided that
N
X
1

kA   2F  N ÿ 1

Proof
Starting from the N = 5 case, assume without loss of generality that kA(1)  kA(2) …  kA(5), concatenate
modes 4 and 5, and apply Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 to conclude that A(1), …, A(5) are unique up to
permutation and scaling of columns provided that
kA 1  kA 2  kA 3  min kA 4  kA 5 ÿ 1; F  2F  3

8

If kA(4)  kA(5) > F  1, then kA(2)  kA(3)  kA(4)  kA(5) > F  1, hence kA(2)  kA(3)  F  2, and thus
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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kA 1  kA 2  kA 3  min kA 4  kA 5 ÿ 1; F  kA 1  F  2  F  2F  3
since irreducibility implies that kA(1)  1. Therefore inequality (8) is always satisfied for
kA(4)  kA(5) > F  1. If, on the other hand, kA(4)  kA(5)  F  1, then condition (8) becomes
kA 1  kA 2  kA 3  kA 4  kA 5  2F  4
and the proof for N = 5 is complete. Similarly, for N = 6 one uses the condition for N = 5, and so on
&
and so forth
Remark 2
Notice how the bilinear case (N = 2) is generically excluded: the k-rank of any matrix with F columns
is at most F, hence the left-hand side of the inequality is at most 2F, while the right-hand side is
2F  1 for N = 2. Also note that ‘extra’ modes of k-rank 1 (containing collinear profiles) neither
contribute to nor take away from uniqueness. As a special case, it is well known that a three-way array
where one way is made up of replicates will not provide sufficient variation for a unique
decomposition, because the k-rank of the replicate loadings will be 1. This, however, is not the case
for four- and higher-way arrays. Even if the loadings in one way are of k-rank 1, unique
decomposition is still possible by virtue of Theorem 2, hence replicates may be unproblematically
treated as an additional way if so desired.
Remark 3
If all matrices involved are full k-rank (a matrix whose columns are drawn independently from
absolutely continuous distributions is full k-rank with probability one), then
N
X

min I ; F  2F  N ÿ 1

1

is sufficient. Notice how going to higher dimensions improves things: for true N-dimensional data
sets, min=1,…,N(I) = 2, meaning that one extra dimension increases the left-hand side by at least 2 but
the right-hand side by only 1. It follows that for 2N  2F  (N 71) (, in N  2F 71 dimensions),
F-component multilinear models are generically unique by sheer dimensionality alone.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Given the complexity in the line of argument behind the proof of Theorem 1, the extension to N-way
arrays is refreshingly simple. A posteriori the reason is clear: the three-way case is the first instance of
multilinearity for which uniqueness holds, and from which uniqueness propagates by virtue of
Khatri–Rao structure (induced by unfolding/matricizing a multilinear model) and Lemma 1.
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APPENDIX: Proof of Theorem 1
In proving Theorem 1, an important lemma is first needed. This lemma is interesting in itself and is
stated and proved separately by Kruskal [1] without reference to uniqueness of triple product
decomposition. Kruskal proves it assuming real-valued matrices, but, in contrast to the uniqueness of
triple product decomposition results, it only involves rank (instead of k-rank) and span arguments for
a pair of matrices. It therefore readily generalizes to the complex case.
Lemma 2 (permutation lemma)
Let W (v) denote the number of non-zero elements of v ∈ CK. Given two matrices C and C with the
same number of columns (F), suppose that C has no identically zero columns, and assume that the
following implication holds for all v:
W

vT C  F ÿ rank C  1

)

W

vT F  W vT C

We then have that C = CPL, where P is a permutation matrix and L is a non-singular complex
diagonal scaling matrix.
With this lemma we are ready to give the main proof.
Main proof
Consider initially uniqueness of C. Uniqueness of A and B will follow automatically from uniqueness
of C by the symmetry of both the complex trilinear model and the k-rank condition. Suppose there
exist A ∈ CIF, C ∈ CKF and B ∈ CJF such that Xk = ADk (C)BT = ADk(C)BT for k = 1,2,…,K.
We wish to show that
IF

W

vT C  F ÿ rank C  1

THEN

W

vT C  W vT C

for all v ∈ CK. Thus we are concerned in the following with those v ∈ CK for which W(vTC)  F 7
rank(C)  1. We wish to show that for these v ∈ CK it always holds that W(vTC)  WvTC). This is
investigated under the premise of the k-rank condition (4), and the proof will be accomplished by first
deriving an inequality for W(vTC) with respect to properties of the model Xk = ADk(C)BT. This
inequality will then be proven P
to imply the above.
Taking linear combinations Kk1 vk Xk , it follows that
T

Adiag vT CBT  Adiag vT CB

8v : 1 ;    ; K T 2 CK

9

The rank of a matrix product is always less than or equal to the rank of any factor, and thus
W

T

vT C  rank diag vT C  rank Adiag vT CB   rank Adiag vT CBT 

10

Let := W(vTC) be the number of non-zero elements in vTC and exclude those columns of A and B
corresponding to the zeros of vTC. The resulting truncated matrices Ã and B̃ have columns. Define t
Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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∈C

1

as the corresponding non-zero part of vTC. Sylvester’s inequality results in
e
e  rank Bdiag
e T   rank A
e
tB
t ÿ
rank Adiag vT CBT   rank Adiag

11

As all elements of t are non-zero, it follows that
e  rank Bdiag
e
rank A
t ÿ

e  rank B
e ÿ
 rank A

The matrix Ã has columns of the original A and similarly B̃ has
definition of k-rank it holds that
e  min ; kA ;
rank A

12

columns of B, and from the

e  min ; kB 
rank B

13

Thus, from (10)–(13),
W

For different values of

W

vT C  min ; kA   min ; kB  ÿ

14

= W(vTC), this implies that

8
T
>
< W v C;
vT C  min kA ; kB ;
>
:
kA  kB ÿ W vT C;

vT C  min kA ; kB 
min kA ; kB   W vT C  max kA ; kB 

W

W

v C  max kA ; kB 
T

i
ii

15

iii

Observe that in order to establish the implication required by the permutation lemma, it suffices to
show that the k-rank condition (4) and the condition that W(vTC)  F7rank C)  1 jointly exclude
the latter two ((ii) and (iii)) possibilities. This will be proven by contradiction.
First we need to prove that (4) implies rank(C)  rank(C). From (9) it follows that
vT C  0T1F

)

Adiag vT CBT  0IJ

Consider W(vTC), the number of non-zero elements in vTC. We will show that W(vTC) = 0.
Suppose the opposite, namely that 1  W(vTC)  F. As part of the derivation leading to (15), we have
shown that
8
T
T
W v C  min kA ; kB 
>
< W v C;
T
T
rank Adiag v CB   min kA ; kB ;
min kA ; kB   W vT C  max kA ; kB 
>
:
kA  kB ÿ W vT C; W vT C  max kA ; kB 

16

Since kB  F, condition (4) leads to

kA  kB  kC  2 F  1

)

kA  kB  F  2 > F  1
min kA ; kB   2

Equation (16) therefore shows that rank(Adiag(vTC)BT)  1 if 1  W(vTC)  F. However,
Adiag(vTC)BT = 0IJ, so its rank should be 0. Therefore it holds that
vT C  01F

)

Copyright  2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Recall the assumption of the permutation lemma and work leftwards:
F ÿ kC  1  F ÿ rank C  1  F ÿ rank C  1  W vT C

17

where the leftmost inequality follows from the fact that k-rank  rank. From the k-rank condition (4)
it follows that
kA  kB  kC  2 F  1

)

kA  k B ÿ F ÿ 1  F ÿ kC  1

18

The inequalities (17) and (18) are combined to give the second key inequality
kA  kB ÿ F ÿ 1  W vT C

19

Consider now inequalities (15) and (19) jointly. Suppose that the third leg (iii) of (15) is in effect, i.e.
T
W(v C)  max(kA, kB); then
kA  kB ÿ F ÿ 1  W vT C  kA  kB ÿ W vT C
which is not possible, because W(vTC)  F. Similarly, suppose that the second leg (ii) of (15) is in
effect, i.e. min(kA, kB)  W(vTC)  max(kA, kB); then we obtain
kA  kB ÿ F ÿ 1  W vT C  min kA ; kB 
which is impossible, as
kA  kB ÿ F ÿ 1  min kA ; kB   max kA ; kB  ÿ F ÿ 1  min kA ; kB  ÿ 1
because max(kA, kB)  F. The only remaining option is leg (i), i.e.
W

W(v

T

C)  min(kA, kB), and thus

vT C  W vT C

which is exactly what is required by the permutation lemma (note the trivial fact that
kA  kB  kC  2(F  1) ) min(kA, kB, kC)  2, which implies that no one of A, B, C has allzero columns). Thus it has been shown that C = CPL, where P is a permutation matrix and L is a
non-singular complex diagonal scaling matrix. The trilinear model is completely symmetric in the
sense that any one of the three matrices can be put in the middle of the decomposition. The k-rank
condition is also symmetric (sum of k-ranks). It therefore follows that A and B are also unique up to
&
permutation and scale. This completes the proof.

Remark 4
It can be shown that the permutation is common to all three matrices, and the product of the respective
scales is identity; however, we skip this for space considerations.
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